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Abstract

SDL is a system design language for the development of distributed systems, including real-time systems. In this

paper, we apply SDL to capture design solutions found in safety-critical real-time systems. In particular, we present

a methodology to augment system safety step-by-step, and systematically define and apply reusable design solutions

for safety-critical real-time systems, expressed as SDL design patterns and components. These solutions can be added

to real-time system designs, to protect against certain types of system failures. We illustrate the approach by the def-

inition of reusable solutions for the detection of fail-silent nodes—a watchdog and a heartbeat—and their application to

a distributed airship flight-control system.
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1. Introduction

A real-time system is a reactive system in which

the correctness of the system behaviour depends
not only on the correct ordering of events, but also

on their occurrence in time [1]. It is called safety-

critical, if its failure may cause harm to humans,

or if the cost of failure may be high. Examples of

safety-critical real-time systems are flight-control

systems of aircraft, or intelligent brake systems
for cars.

Safety-critical systems are required to exhibit

extremely low rates of critical failures, which are

in the order of 10�9 failures/hour.1 To achieve

these failure rates, a variety of reliability measures

such as hardware redundancy, time redundancy,
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software diversity, or recovery can be combined.

Also, the functionality of a system may be reduced

as a final consequence of a failure by guiding the

system to a fail-operational (on aircraft) or fail-

safe (on trains) state.
A real-time system may be distributed, consist-

ing of a set of interacting real-time components.

In [1], arguments in favour of the distributed

approach are given, including that of composi-

tionality. In a compositional architecture, system

properties are determined by component pro-

perties. If components are well-specified, imple-

mented, and validated, this will augment the
overall system quality and thus its reliability. Even

more, if well-proven solutions for recurring develo-

pment problems of safety-critical systems can be

isolated, their reuse will improve both productivity

and quality of system development.

Due to the nature of a real-time system, its spec-

ification comprises both functional and temporal

constraints. Furthermore, a distributed approach
is advocated (see [1]). A formal design language

that explicitly addresses these aspects is SDL, the

specification and description language [2]. In [3],

the semantics of SDL including the notion of

real-time has been formally defined, and forms

part of the SDL language definition. Though orig-

inating from the telecommunications domain,

SDL has successfully proven its broader applica-
bility [4]. Also, the aforementioned reuse concepts

have been instantiated in a approach based on

SDL [5–7]. Therefore, we have chosen SDL as

the design language for developing safety-critical

real-time systems.

In this article, we present an engineering ap-

proach to stepwise augment the reliability of

safety-critical real-time systems by reusable solu-
tions. In Section 2, we survey related work. Section

3 introduces the methodology for the incremental

development of safety-critical real-time systems.

In Section 4, we systematically derive specific

SDL design patterns and components as generic,

reusable solutions, to be added to real-time sys-

tems to protect against fail-silent nodes. We then

elaborate on the use of patterns versus compo-
nents (Section 5). In Section 6, we present an appli-

cation of these patterns and components to

augment the reliability of a distributed airship

flight-control system. The article ends with a sum-

mary and an outlook (Section 7).

2. Related work

Reuse has been thoroughly studied in software

engineering, and has led to the distinction of three

main reuse concepts: components, frameworks,

and patterns. A component can be characterized

as a self-contained ready-to-use building block,

which is selected from a component library, and
composed. A framework is the skeleton of a sys-

tem, to be adapted by the system developer. A pat-

tern describes a generic solution for recurring

problems, to be customized for a particular con-

text. For each of these reuse concepts, extensive

results have been published. In this survey of re-

lated work, we constrain ourselves to results on

reuse in the context of SDL and in reliability
engineering.

In [7], the structuring unit micro protocol has

been identified and applied to SDL designs. A

micro protocol is a communication protocol with

a single (distributed) functionality and the re-

quired protocol collaboration. A functionality

(such as flow control, loss control, QoS monitor-

ing) is a single aspect of internal system beha-
viour that may be distributed among a set of

system agents, with causality relationships between

single events. In [8], a fine-grained development

process, together with a generic micro protocol

framework, is presented. From a reuse viewpoint,

micro protocols are classified as design compo-

nents, which are selected from a library and

composed.
In [5], SDL frameworks are presented. To define

frameworks, the capability of SDL to encapsulate

object structures and default behaviour in frame-

works defined by SDL system types is exploited.

Specific applications can then be obtained by

defining subtypes of framework system types,

and by redefining virtual types. Development and

application of SDL frameworks is integrated into
TIMe, the integrated method [9], which is a com-

prehensive development methodology that uses
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